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DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE
By Jess Byrne
Happy New Year! I hope you all had a wonderful
holiday and are staying safe and healthy.
As we look forward to the year ahead, there are a
few priorities I’d like to highlight.
First, as many of you know, the State of Idaho is
receiving a large influx of funding from the
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA) and a
significant portion of that funding could flow
through DEQ. It would go towards water and
sewer infrastructure projects and contaminated
site cleanups. On one hand, this is exciting
because it represents a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to address several areas of critical
need throughout the state. On the other hand, it
also means a significant workload increase for
many groups within the agency and I appreciate
the way staff are already stepping up to prepare
to take on this extra work.
Another priority involves the way that we
approach strategic planning. I recognize that we
are doing more with less as an agency. We've lost
a lot of institutional knowledge due to turnover
and retirements, and the pandemic has changed
the nature of our work in some big ways. We need
to improve how we prioritize our work, and the
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strategic plan is a mechanism to do that. Last fall,
we created a new position in the Director’s Office
to support this effort, and Caroline Moores, our
Operations Senior Analyst, is working closely with
staff across the state to garner more input about
our plan and the underlying process. It is my hope
that by having more input from staff, we can start
to build a more meaningful plan and set clearer
priorities.
And finally, I also plan to continue our focus on
employee engagement. To me, employee
engagement goes hand-in-hand with strategic
planning. We need to find a better way to
prioritize our work so staff know what is expected
of them given our limited resources and
increasing workloads. The only way we can get
there is by asking staff for feedback. I recognize
that there are limits to the types of changes we
can make but I believe the feedback you provide
can help inform actionable goals that we can all
work towards. Ultimately, it’s important that we
do everything we can to make DEQ a place where
people are engaged in their roles and feel that
they are making a difference.
Thank you all for your hard work and dedication,
and I look forward to another year together.
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OUTREACH STAFF TAKE PROACTIVE STEPS TO
PROTECT ST. MARIES AIR QUALITY
DEQ’s Air Quality Division celebrated a big milestone this year when EPA redesignated the Cache
Valley and West Silver Valley as “attainment” under the Clean Air Act. This marks the first time in many
years that all communities in Idaho are meeting federal air quality standards.

And while there is much to celebrate, staff are now focused on taking proactive steps to ensure these
air quality improvements continue.

Such is the case in St. Maries, a small mountain town in North Idaho’s St. Joe River Valley, just outside
the West Silver Valley. The area is prone to atmospheric inversions, which can trap harmful pollutants
and lead to unhealthy air quality. As North Idaho’s population grows, the area has seen air quality
monitor readings consistently higher than average, meaning the area is in danger of being designated
as nonattainment again.

Since 2018, Ralph Paul (retired) and Dan Smith, airshed coordinators in the Coeur d’Alene Regional
Office, and Shawn Sweetapple, air quality manager in the Coeur d’Alene Regional Office, have
worked with the local community to promote air quality improvements through EPA’s PM Advance
Program. The voluntary program is designed to help communities identify and address sources of air
pollution to ensure the area remains in attainment.

A significant source of air pollution in St. Maries is older residential wood-heating devices. Through a
coordinated effort with EPA, the city of St. Maries, PotlatchDeltic Corporation, TimberPlus, Coeur
d’Alene Tribe, and Simplot Foundation (which provided grant funding), Dan and Shawn are working
with community members to replace old, inefficient woodstoves with new EPA-approved heating
devices. The new units are nearly twice as efficient as older woodstoves, require less wood for the
same amount of heat, and reduce the amount of pollution emitted.

Through these proactive efforts, staff are helping keep the area in attainment and fostering positive
community relationships. This work also advances DEQ’s strategic goals. For example, Goal 1, making
recognizable and measurable environmental improvements, includes air quality-related objectives
such as submitting a voluntary Advance Program Path Forward for St. Maries to EPA and implementing
a statewide outreach campaign to promote proper woodstove use.

To learn more about this work, view the video produced by Halley Tuttle at PotlatchDeltic.
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POCATELLO REGIONAL OFFICE HELPS
COMMUNITY BALANCE GROWTH AND HEALTH
At the end of 2019, the Pocatello Regional Office noticed a concerning trend:
a significant increase in housing developments, a rise in the density of
unsewered subdivisions, and general misconceptions about septic systems
and their impact on environmental and human health.
Local decision-makers were also confused by the recommendations DEQ
provided during the review and approval process, leading to a general
breakdown in communication between the two groups.
David Goings, a senior hydrogeologist in the Pocatello Regional Office, and
his team started considering ways to improve outreach and, in 2020,
developed the Subdivisions and Ground Water Protection presentation. The
presentation is offered to local officials, planning boards, county
commissioners, and others who are responsible for approving developments
and is designed to provide basic but important background on the nexus
between ground water and public health.
The course includes an overview of how septic systems function and the
cascading impacts that wastewater disposal can have on ground water. For
example, a subdivision consisting of nine four-bedroom homes will discharge
approximately one million gallons of wastewater every year and that
wastewater typically has a nitrate concentration 4.5 times the drinking water
standard. That wastewater will eventually enter the ground water beneath
the development and has the potential to negatively impact neighboring
drinking water wells and regional water quality.
In the last year, David and his team offered this course to six local
government entities and found that the meetings help clarify long-standing
misconceptions and foster constructive dialogue between local entities and
DEQ.
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THE COURSE
INCLUDES:

Nitrate Priority Areas
Septic system
function, discharge,
permitting, and
advanced treatment
Ground water impacts
Potential receptor
identification
DEQ recommendation
interpretation
Nutrient-Pathogen
evaluations
Regulatory framework
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IPDES COMPLIANCE TEAM STREAMLINES
PROGRAM COMPLEXITIES

In July 2019, James Craft, IPDES compliance supervisor in the Boise Regional Office, started working on a
desk reference manual to document the various policies, procedures, and practices for IPDES compliance
officers to reference in their day-to-day work.
The manual includes training materials, useful websites, lessons learned from each of the IPDES sectors,
and documentation on how certain situations have been handled. It quickly grew into a now-extensive
internal guidance manual to help new staff learn the intricacies of the IPDES Program and ensure existing
staff have access to best practices.
In addition to the manual, James and his team are also working to streamline the complaint response
process.
James started thinking about creating a decision tree last summer when DEQ attained full primacy over
the IPDES Program. IPDES staff have only been responding to complaints for a few years—and
responding to stormwater complaints for only six months—and the decision tree is intended to help
streamline and guide the process. For example, in some cases, a complaint is outside the scope of DEQ
involvement and staff need to refer it to another agency. In other cases, multiple agencies need to be
involved, including DEQ, state and federal agencies, and the health districts. Given the potential for
confusion and delays, the decision tree identifies possible agency contacts and helps staff determine
which internal and external players need to be involved. It’s also a useful tool to determine where to refer
the complaint and whether to plan for further DEQ investigation.
With DEQ now having full authorization and responsibility for the IPDES program, the Clean Water Act,
federal regulations, and Idaho Code, administrative rules, and guidance, this effort by James and his
team is helping the agency streamline important core services while also creating internal tools that can
be adapted and transferred to all DEQ regions.
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POCATELLO STAFF LEND
HELPING HAND TO HIGH
SCHOOL POSTER CONTEST
Chris Wernert and Clay Woods (Air Quality staff in the Pocatello
Regional Office), recently helped with the Preston High School
Annual Clean Air Poster contest, judging roughly 40 posters
submitted by local high school students.
The top three posters are pictured to the left and the artists
were presented with a $50 gift card at the Preston High School
Christmas assembly. The winners will now compete at the statelevel competition in Utah.
The Clean Air Poster contest was started by two Utah State
University professors in 2015 and has grown to engage over 800
students from Dayton to Moab. The contest seeks to engage
driving-age teens to increase their awareness of air pollution
from motor vehicles and teach students strategies to protect air
quality. Topics include refraining from idling, carpooling, and
combining trips.
By integrating art, science, and marketing, students learn not
just about local air pollution but how to develop compelling
public service announcements. The format also increases
students’ interest and willingness to engage in air pollution
reduction strategies, which can influence their peers, parents,
and community members.
DEQ’s Pocatello Regional Office has participated in the Clean Air
Poster contest for years, and Chris and Clay’s efforts to support
student outreach has increased awareness for improving air
quality in the Cache Valley. Just this year, EPA redesignated the
area as “attainment” thanks in large part to efforts by DEQ and
local community groups who invested time and resources in air
quality outreach efforts, including the poster contest,
woodstove changeout program, commuter bus service, and
home weatherization.
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BOISE STAFF WORK TO INCREASE
COMPLIANCE THROUGH PROCESS
IMPROVEMENTS

Kati Carberry, water quality analyst in the Boise Regional Office, recently spearheaded an effort to
improve how the agency responds to surface water complaints.
The Boise Regional Office spends a lot of time investigating and responding to surface water complaints,
the majority of which are against private landowners doing earthwork in or next to a water body. Many of
these landowners are unaware of existing permitting requirements and don’t always know which agency
—US Army Corps, Idaho Department of Water Resources, or DEQ—to talk to. While these complaints
might have a compliance issue, they don’t always warrant immediate enforcement action.
To close the loop on complaints and address possible noncompliance issues, Kati created a warning
letter template that identifies the permitting requirements and asks the recipient to explain what
activities have occurred and which permits were obtained. This allows DEQ to get a better understanding
of the situation and avoid unnecessary enforcement action.
It is also a tremendous time-saver. Writing a formal warning letter is a long process, especially given the
number of complaints received by regional offices. Because most complaints can be generalized into a
few categories, the template allows staff to respond quickly. If the project is not permitted, the template
instructs the recipient to stop all work, ensuring that important water quality safeguards are in place.
Kati’s efforts to address compliance issues through process improvements and customer service—as
opposed to immediate enforcement—have many benefits. It gives landowners the opportunity to
understand and comply with surface water permitting requirements and allows DEQ staff to respond to
complaints quickly and effectively using fewer resources.
The template was created in coordination with IPDES Program staff in the Boise Regional and State
Offices, DEQ’s 401 coordinator, and the Attorney General’s Office and can be shared with regional
managers.
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INL OVERSIGHT PROGRAM THINKS OUTSIDE THE
BOX TO IMPROVE SAMPLING SITE CONDITIONS
Providing excellent customer service is at the core our agency. As one of our three strategic plan goals, it
guides our day-to-day work, including responding to complaints, providing compliance assistance,
conducting outreach, and holding permit hand-off meetings.
Landry Austin, INL Oversight Program manager in the Idaho Falls Regional Office, demonstrated that
customer service isn’t just an external effort. Sometimes customer service can involve helping your own
coworkers.
That was the case when it came to environmental sampling at the Big Lost River Rest Area on US 20 near
the INL. Historically, INL Oversight Program staff and contractors would drive on a worn dirt trail through
a runoff ditch to access the sampling site, which created a mess for personnel and vehicles during rain or
snow events.
Landry inquired about improving the access road and was told it would cost between $10,000 and
$20,000. So Landry reached out to the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) to see if they could help.
ITD engineers and technicians from the Rigby, Mackay, and Arco offices pulled materials from a nearby
construction pit and donated their time to improve the access area for staff and contractors who visit the
facility weekly.
The new access road was completed in mid-December and is a tremendous help to staff working on the
site. It’s also a prime example of leveraging relationships to improve customer service, save money, and
ensure staff can do their jobs safely and efficiently.
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AIR QUALITY DIVISION CHAMPIONS VISUAL
MANAGEMENT EFFORTS

By Tiffany Floyd and Whitney Rowley
The Air Quality Division is implementing several activities to showcase the work our staff tracks and how it
relates to the agency’s performance measures. Whitney Rowley gathered information from staff and
created a PowerPoint presentation highlighting various data. The presentation also includes a news
section for media topics, large projects recently finished, the mobile app, the real-time map upgrade, and
outreach campaigns. The presentation was then converted to a video format and added to a playlist along
with the other air quality-related videos.
A TV was installed on the third floor of the State Office to view the videos, and information will be put on
the intranet for agency-wide awareness and use. The information in the videos will be updated quarterly
and can be used internally or developed for external publication. Air Quality will also add other videos
and materials to the list as they are developed.
As Whitney gathered the data for the presentation, staff told her they were grateful that someone asked
about the work they are doing, stating “Wish I could share previous quarters because we did really well
then.” This is good news and is valuable input for increasing our employee engagement effort and
enhancing staff morale.
All Air Quality staff are included in the video, and displaying the presentation on TV is a daily visual
reminder of those goals we have successfully achieved and those we are working toward.
Creating dashboards to showcase data, performance measures, and accomplishments brings us closer to
one of DEQ’s agency-wide strategic plan goals—fostering a culture of continuous improvement. The Air
Quality Division's efforts brings more awareness to this strategic plan goal and encourages other
workgroups to find ways to do the same.
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Coeur d'Alene Regional Office
Matthew Colling, IPDES compliance officer

A WARM WELCOME
TO OUR NEW
EMPLOYEES!

Boise Regional Office
Beth Bahem, brownfields analyst
Kerri Bynum, UST compliance officer
Twin Falls Regional Office
Trista Palmer, administrative assistant
Idaho Falls Regional Office
Nick Nielsen, drinking water analyst

State Office
Emily Johnson, air quality permitting engineer
David Tjaden, grants officer
Triffie Ransom, IPDES permit writer

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
YEARS OF SERVICE!

Five years

Ten years

Twenty years

Alicia Tapia Campos
Ben Wigger
Deanna Ross
Dorothy Lehotsky
Gary Ackaret
Hailey Shingler
Jason Williams
Stan Chistensen
Todd Higens

Adam Bussan
Jill White
Charlie Parkins

Mike Stambulis

Fifteen years

Twenty five years

Carl Brown
Joseph Otero

Dean Ehlert

HAVE A WONDERFUL
2022

